December 4, 1967 ASUC certifies an allocation of $2,700 to establish a radio station on campus.
March 1968 KUCI's first station Manager Greg Will broadcasting from Mesa court (using an AM transmitter).
March 21, 1968 UCI applies to the FCC for authority to construct a radio station on campus using the call letters "KUCI." Other choices considered were KZUI, KAAL, KUFU, and KUCI.
May 1, 1969 Last Zeppelin appears in concert at UCI's Crawford Hall.
September 12, 1969 Station engineer Earl Arbuckle feeds power to the KUCI FM transmitter for the first time at 1:35 AM. The first song played during the test is "Get Together" by the Youngbloods.
October 16, 1969 Earl Arbuckle conducts KUCI's first FM trial broadcast. The studio at the time is inside a small closet in the Physical Science Building. Originally, local acts feature recorded on the disc jockey's own collection. The first song ever played on KUCI is "Sugar, Sugar" by the Archies. The first legal show is broadcast — Surfari Manager Draggy Willard's "Problems of the World School Tonight."
November 8, 1969 First KUCI fund-raiser. Felton's music "1-2-3" is shown at the Science Lecture Hall for 75 cents.
November 25, 1969 Its official: KUCI grants KUCI a station license.
April 1971 Construction begins on the third floor of UCI's Gateway Commons for studio and office space. By the fall of 1971, KUCI moves in. At this time, the station's music library consists of 400 records.
November 1971 KUCI increases its effective radiated power from 10 watts to 24 watts and is on the air at least 20 hours per day.
1973 KUCI broadcasts the Beach Boys concert from Crawford Hall live. KUCI General Manager Ralph Hancock compiled 72-hour marathon studio show. Rod Setpling interviewed on KUCI. Founding UCI Chancellor Dan Adelstein starts a 15-minute weekly closed-circuit discussion radio show.
August 8, 1974 KUCI broadcasts Richard Nixon's resignation speech live.

January 1975 KUCI's management establishes a 24-hour schedule.
January 31, 1976 Doug Krey, alumnus of National Lampoon speaks at UCI and then at KUCI. Gary Shores's documentary "The KUCI Library" premieres at the approach.
Summer 1976 KUCI news staff moves to Kansas City Republican National Convention, live and news interviews to the station.
1977 Current classic DJ Michael Rydzinski begins his tenure at KUCI.
January 28, 1979 Billboard magazine features an article on KUCI.
1979 Punk rock band X plays at Pete's the Pantheon coffee shop on campus. KUCI records live audience at 14,000 albums.
September 26, 1980 Mervyn Pyke at KUCI.

March 14, 1981 KUCI virtually disappears from the airwaves as KCI/KNF 88.9 FM boosts its power by shifting its antenna to Ancora. William.
September 1, 1981 KUCI begins broadcasting at 88.9 FM. KUCI.
November 1983 KUCI begins broadcasting UCI basketball games.
1684 KUCI holds a series of benefit concerts featuring TUG, the Call, Joe Capri and M.I.A. at the Concert Factory in Costa Mesa. KUCI Mobile DJ "Pete Jock" service continues.
October 12, 1984 Red Hot Chili Peppers in studio interview.

January 11, 1985 Suicidal Tendencies in studio interview.
1996 City of Irvine selects KUCI as the emergency radio station for the city.
August 1997 KUCI broadcasts live from UCI to Taiwan Little League World Championships from Williamsport, Pennsylvania. Irvine loses.
July 1998 KUCI purchases its first CD player. KUCI records library estimated at 36,000 albums.
May 4, 1999 No Doubt plays KUCI Benefit concert at UCI.
November 11-18, 1991 KUCI holds its first on-air fundraising drive.
March 5, 1992 Mike Watt in-studio interview.
March 15, 1993 KUCI becomes a 200 watt stereo station and plays "Sugar, Sugar" again to celebrate the event.
December 21, 1992 Senator Barbara Boxer signs soon-to-be Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas on KUCI in-studio interview.
January 4, 1994 moves from UCI's Gateway Commons to Humanities Annex, while Gateway Commons goes earthquake retrofitting.
January 1995 KUCI's first benefit CD is released.
February 16, 1995 In the past century, radio stations have changed the way we think about the world. KUCI is an important part of this tradition, giving others immediate access to the events that shape our lives and opening doors to understanding. Communicating the local impact of some of the most crucial events in our nation's history is also as compelling in immediate format for entertainment and community access, your radio station is integral to the vibrant heritage of Irvine. KUCI's longevity is a tribute to the staff and listeners who have supported this station since 1965. — President Bill Clinton.
1997 KUCI's first wacko.
April 29, 1999 KUCI broadcasts Duke Ellington 100th anniversary 24-hour marathon hosted by Roland Holmes.
January 7, 2001 Billy Ray performs at KUCI.
October 4, 2003 Plain White T's perform at KUCI.
March 23, 2004 KUCI broadcast event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel.
March 24-26, 2004 KUCI moves to its current location behind the UCI Science Library.
April 15, 2004 KUCI broadcasts Datamania public talk at UCI.
November 5, 2004 KUCI broadcast event hosted by David Lynch from the UCI Student Center.
March 5, 2007 KUCI broadcasts President Jimmy Carter live from the Rein Center.
December 13, 2007 The Airborne Toxic Event performs at KUCI.
April 23, 2009 First KUCI Night of the Yacht.